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The Office of Facilities is reviewing
letters of interest from area architects
for the construction ofa new academic facility for the university, according
to William Green, associate vice president of facilities.
An August 3 announcement in the
Washington Post requested design
firm submittals for “the planning and
design of a proposed expansion
which includes a new academic facility, science
library
and
parking
facilities to be located on Georgetown's main campus.”
The proposed facility, included in a
1983
campus
master
plan,
was
planned to be built in the place of the
present baseball diamond below the
Leavey Center, according to Green.v
However, those plans drawn up for
.the approval of the District of Columbia, have since changed, Green said.
At present, the Facilities Office is
just probing for planning designers
for the academic facility, according to
Green. Thirty-one letters of interest
were received and will eventually be

narrowed to 10 or 12 candidates.
“We've got to get the requirements of
the main campus committee firmed
up before we can develop the options.
The architect is there to help us do
that. We've been given planning money to do that,” Green said.
A subcommittee of the Main Campus Planning Committee has been reviewing space needs for faculty and
classrooms, according to History Professor Dorothy Brown who serves on
the Main Campus Committee. The
subcommittee examined the number
of faculty, academic support, and
students projected up to 1995 in order
to estimate how much space would be

necessary on campus.
“We looked at an assessment from
the Matire Report which estimated
that we would gain 48 positions in the
next five years,” Brown said. “We sent

out

questionnaires

tacted

every

and

academic

have

con-

unit on

cam-

pus.” The estimates to be submitted to
the

designers

are

based

on

an

as-

sumption of optimal faculty growth.
“It's a wish list,” said Brown. “We
must

also look

at what

we

can

pay

for.”
Designers answered the Post announcement which called for a firm
with the ability to develop a single level
academic
facility
containing
125,000 square feet of classroom, faculty and conference space, as well as

audio visual and computer space. The
announcement also described a 900car underground parking garage and
a five-story, 102,000 square foot adjacent building with a science library to
be considered for planning. The total
budget cited in the announcement
was $60 million.
continued on page 5

The court overturned the injunction to close the dental school.

Appeals Court Overturns
Dental School Injunction
& Connolly, filed a brief on August 23
opposing rehearing the case, alleging
that the appeals court had the right to
judge as it did because the trial
judge's findings were “clearly erroneous.”
The
injunction
blocking
the
phaseout of the school lasted for two
weeks as Hamilton's order took effect
June 13 but the appeals court ordered

by Chris Reid
HOYA

Managing Editor

A DC Court of Appeals three-judge
panel voted unanimously to overturn
a lower court decision
granting
Georgetown dental students an injunction to block the phaseout of the
Dental School. The dental students
filed suit against the university in July
1987 alleging. that the university's des. ~astayofthednjunction during its-con=
cision to phaseout the school over the
sideration of the case June 27.
next three years was a breach of the
The conflict over the closing of the
school’s fiduciary duties.
dental school began in March. 1987
The appeals court decision, handed
when the university's Board of Direcdown July 15, overturned the May 9
tors unanimously voted to phaseout
ruling of DC Superior Court Judge
the
school,
citing
declining
Eugene N. Hamilton, who granted the
enrollments and a Price-Waterhouse
injunction. Hamilton wrote in his
report projecting a debt of over $9
May decision that the Georgetown
million by mid-1992.
Board of Directors “breached not
Dental
students
contested
the
only their fiduciary duties owed to the
enrollment figures cited by the uniuniversity but also constituted a versity and also asked to see the Pricebreach by the university itself of its Waterhouse report. Later that spring,
contractual - duties and obligations
the dental students held a march and
owed both to the faculty and the presrally on the cannon stairs of the Healy
ent student body.”
building.
The appeals court wrote in their deThe suit filed in July accused the
cision that they were “not convinced
university of breaching its fiduciary
that [the dental students] have made a
duties to the dental students by not
sufficient showing of the threat of irconsulting the Faculty Senate about
reparable harm to warrant the grantthe closing of the school. According to
ing ofa preliminary injunction.” This
the Faculty Handbook. the Faculty
ruling contradicted Hamilton's judgSenate shares “responsibility with the
ment which stated that “the students,
university Board of Directors and adfaculty members, and the potential reministration in the conduct of univercipients of dental care from students
sity affairs.”
and faculty of the [dental school]
According to the handbook, the
would all suffer irreparable harm and
senate “shall participate” in the forinjury.”
mation of “the university budget, inHanson, O'Brien, Birney, & Butler,
cluding examination of budgets and
attorneys for the dental students filed
consultation with respect to the unia petition for rehearing July 27. in
versity’s
financial
status
and
which they allege that the appeals
policies.”
court made its own interpretation of
The university's attorneys argued in
the facts instead of relying on the “extheir brief that the DC Superior Court
tensive findings of the trial judge.” A
did not have the jurisdiction to secdecision regarding rehearing the case
ond-guess
Georgetown's
decision
has not yet been made.
about the phaseout or other academic
The university, represented by the
affairs.
Washington-based firm of Williams

Despite a wave of criticism from various religious organizations, Georgetown University has chosen to remain
neutral on the July 11 Senate measure
which would force the District government to exempt religious schools
and colleges from the D.C. law prohibiting discrimination against homosexuals, according to university officials.
Critics of Georgetown'’s position allege that the university's silence on
the issue is due to its pending request
to the District government for authorization to sell tax-exempt bonds, according to a July 27 article in the
Washington Post.
Officials
from
Mayor
Marion
Barry's Office pressured Georgetown
administrators to submit a letter stating the university's neutrality regarding the bill, according to Director of
Public Relations Gary Krull. Officials
from two city offices told Georgetown
officials “you better fight this thing,”
according to Krull.
The Armstrong Bill

According to the Washington Post
article, the Armstrong
Bill was

+

-by Nicole Weng:

scheduled

“Georgetown found it best to present the old truths...not in the old way.
but with freshness, with the vigor of a
newborn idea.”
---Daniel J. Geary (CAS 89), at the

‘University’s centennial celebration.
As

Georgetown

begins

its

Bicentennial celebration this September, it commemorates 200 years of

achievement with an eye toward a renewed
commitment
to academic
leadership and service. The year-long
series of events is both a celebration
of the university's past and a rally for
its future goals.
Five years of planning will come to
fruition when Georgetown officially
kicks off its Bicentennial celebration
September
30. The
Bicentennial
Committee of faculty, students and

staff

have

planned

a

to speak

HOYA News Editor

Representatives of the Georgetown
University
Student
Association
(GUSA) and Student Affairs met over

the summer to formulate an extensive
policy for holding outdoor events
with amplified sound.
Events featuring live bands. such as
dances or concerts, will be confined to
the areas of Healy
Lawn,
the
McDonough Gymnasium entrance
and
Parking
Lot 3 outside
of
McDonough, according to an initial
draft of the outdoor sound policy.
The proposed guidelines build
upon a temporary policy issued in
1983 which required approval for
events held on Healy or Copley
lawns. “That policy had not really
been promulgated, nobody really
understood it and it was not really being enforced. We realized we needed a
more consistent way to approach the
issue,” said Penny
Rue, Student
Activies Commission program director.

The need for a more explicit policy
regarding where events could be held
became

apparent

after

last

May's

Founder's Day had to be moved because the. noise interfered with the
Faculty Conyocation.”

year

of

ceremonies, galas, concerts and seminars for the entire Georgetown community. President Ronald Reagan is

continued on page 5

say ‘no’ right off.” Huang

said. “We

loud’

large concerts

because

[University

President

Timothy S.] Healy thought it was on
that day,” said Mary Graw (CAS 89),
GUSA
representative.
“It's been
brought down to the issue of schedul-

to receptions,

can

be

held in 18 available outdoor facilities
on campus.
“This is only a draft of the policy,”
said DeVigne. “We're still seeking in-

Renee DeVigne.

HOYA

File Photo

put from many people on campus.”
Consistency in applying the new
policy has also become an issue.
Campus groups have previously applied for the use of space on campus
with the Office of Administration and
Facilities. “They need to make it one
person who decides.” Huang said.
“They're going to have to pay more attention to events now and not just if
the space is taken. That was brought
to their attention last year.”
A recent summer alumni function
featured live music in violation of the
music policy in effect last May, according to Rue. “I was pretty upset by
that. That seemed pretty unfair to me.
That's why we need other factions in
the university buy into this and say
‘yeah, this is fair.”

New “Black Box” Theater

Opens in Hall of Nations
by Liz Moyer
HOYA Editor-in-chici’

Chairman

Charles L. Currie, S.J.
Approximately 50 students have
been
working
on
the
Student
Bicentennial Committee for the last
several months, according to Nancy
Huang (SBA '90), chairperson of the
committee.

In Washington, DC, yes”, he said, and
cited the DC Court of Appeals decision on the Georgetown case.
Following
lengthy
debate,
the
measure was voted upon and passed,

“We looked at what outdoor spaces

we've got and we looked at what kinds
of things people want to do outside.
Then we looked at what would be the
most appropriate way to mesh the
two, given existing areas,” Rue said.
“We basically talked about where
we knew sound bounced off of and we
agreed that a campus could let certain
things happen a couple times a year
because it's a campus. There are
many competing interests for the use
of space here. It's a balancing act,”
Rue said.
GUSA representatives submitted a
proposal early in the summer, according to Huang who also chairs the
Spirit Committee. “This is actually
better than what we came up with because we were worried if we came up
with anything too lenient, then they'd

were screaming ‘It's too loud, it's too

“Initially, ‘when it happened they

at the opening:

Committee

last July 8. “In most of the country, no.

seniGe
:
At the beginning of the summer,
Rue met with GUSA representatives
Graw, Nancy
Huang (SBA 90),
GUSA
President
Mark
Johnson
(CAS '89) and Associate Dean of Student Affairs Renee DeVigne to “talk
through what we felt were appropriate
constraints on events,” Rue said.

were working with more of the coordination side of it.”
The
guidelines
proposed
by
DeVigne and Rue specifically state’
what types of events, ranging from

The scheduled events, while drawing on the resources of faculty, staff,
and celebrities. also include student
work. Student research papers on the
history of Georgetown are being published, and musical and theatrical
performances are scheduled. “Everyone is invited to participate,” said
Bicentennial

In a fact sheet
released
by
Armstrong's office, the court decision
on the GPGU case was the main reason for the amendment. Armstrong
viewed the case as “a fundamental issue of religious freedom,” and said his
amendment “would allow religious
institutions to hold their views without interference by the DC government.”
The Armstrong Amendment was
added to the District of Columbia Appropriations
Bill,
proposing
an
amendment to the DC Human Rights
Act. At present, the Human Rights

0

»-s2

convocation.

HOYA News Editor

grounds.

Act states that “it is an unlawful discriminatory practice...to deny, restrict
or to abridge or condition the use of,
or access to, any of its facilities and
services to any person otherwise qualified, wholly or partially, for a discriminatory reason.”
The Armstrong Amendment would
force the District to adopt a law “stating that it shall not be an unlawful
discriminatory practice in the District
of Columbia for any educational institution affiliated or associated with
a religious organization to deny, restrict, abridge, or condition the use of
any fund, service, facility or benefit or
the granting of any endorsement, approval or recognition to any person or
persons that are organized for, or engaged in, promoting, encouraging, or
condoning
any
homosexual
act,
lifestyle, orientation, or belief.”
“Can the government force a religious organization to subsidize practices contrary to its fundamental beliefs?” Armstrong asked the Senate

Administrators Draft New Music Policy

GU Kicks Oft
Bicentennial Celebration
by Nicole Wong

prompted by Georgetown University’s court battle against the bid for recognition and funding by the Gay People
of
Georgetown
University
(GPGU) and the Lesbian and Gay
Association (LAGA).
The court case Gay Rights Coalition of Georgetown University Law
Center v. Georgetown
University
ended last November with an order
by the DC Court of Appeals ruling
that Georgetown must provide homosexual student groups with equal access to university facilities and services, although the university retained
the right to withold official recognition from the groups on religious

For the weekend

of Sep-

tember 2 through 4, the students have
planned a pre-Bicentennial celebration.
The opening weekend of the celebration, beginning September 30, is a
microcosm of the entire bicentennial
calendar, according to Currie, with
academic, social, celebratory and liturgical events.
“The weekend will bring attention

HOYA

File Photo

The Society of Alumni at the Centennial 1889.

to the different facets of the community,” Currie said. “We will celebrate
the intellectual community through
the weekend colloquia on “The Search
for Human Excellence.” We will celebrate the social community with the
dedication of the Leavey Center. Later that night a dinner with faculty and
staff, which the students will host, will
bring the entire community together.”
President Reagan will speak at the
opening convocation on Healy Lawn
October
“I;
“That
night
the
Bicentennial Gala, “Salute to George-

town.”
Hall

s

will be held
and

viewed

in Constitution
by

parents

and

alumni in forty states by closed circuit
television.
Because of the limited space, 1000
tickets will be given to students by lottery, according to Currie. “But we
guarantee that all students can participate in the celebration,” Currie said.
Students will also be able to view the
Constitution
Hall celebration by
close
circuit
television
in
McDonough Gymnasium beginning
at 8:00 p.m., according to Huang.

Construction ofa new theater in the
Hall of Nations is scheduled to be
complete September 3. The black box
theater, which had been slated for
completion last September, brings relief to campus theater groups who
were troubled by the limited space on
campus to stage productions.
A black box theater has moveable
walls and audience space, allowing
for maximum flexiblity and versatility. The space will be made available
for rent during the academic year to
all campus theater groups and to drama classes. During summer and winter breaks, the university plans to rent
the theater to local performing groups
for a “substantially higher cost (than
campus groups),” according to Ron
Lignelli, director of Perfoming Arts.
“This is a unique facility in that it
serves a dual purpose,” Lignelli said.
The design of the theater took into
consideration its availability to outside groups, according to Lignelli.

“We planned for a facility that would
meet every need of the student groups,
but we did keep in mind the types of
features that would attract outside
professional groups too.” he said.
A number of problems with the
original design of the Hall of Nations
forced the year-long delay in the
theater's construction, according to
Renee DeVigne, associate dean of
Student Affairs. Asbestos was uncovered in the hall's ceiling and had to be
removed before work could begin.
“One big unforeseen problem was
the already existing stage,” DeVigne
said. “We thought we could just go in
there and knock it out until we discovered there was a concrete block underneath that had to be removed too.”
The Hall of Nations theater has already been booked for a number of
productions this fall, including a
collaborative effort on the part of student theater groups in the musical
“Jesus Christ, Superstar,” scheduled
for November.
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GU Presents Kreeger Awards

Healy to Say Mass Wednesday

Georgetown University awarded sixteen undergraduates the Kreeger Fine
Arts Award at a ceremony held last April. Tara Bazzone and Sharon Emerson were honored in drawing, Melissa Card and Margaret Woodhull received awards in art history and Cevela Fletcher, Paul Leishman and John
Stanczak received recognition in theatre. Other recipients included David
Grubbs and John Shumake for music, Kelly Jones for sculpture, Mark
Thomopoulos for painting, Elizabeth Scherer for printmaking and various
media on paper, Mark Sprinkle for printmaking and special purchase,
Matsumi Omatsu for various media on paper, Amy Melson for special purchase, and Dan Treado for painting and sculpture.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lloyd Kreeger sponsor the annual awards competition. Entries wer= judged by professionals from the Washington D.C. area,
including a curator from the National Gallery of Art and a commercial gallery director. Special purchase award winners were selected by Georgetown’s studio art faculty and each received a prize of $500, while other
awards ranged from $50 to $200.

Alumni Name New President

University President Timothy S. Healy, S.J. will conduct the Mass of the
Holy Spirit this year at 11:15 a.m., August 31. Classes will be cancelled during this hour, and all student groups are invited to send three members to
march in an academic procession. Those representatives selected should
meet at 10:55 a.m. in the foyer of Healy Hall.

The

Med Center Conducts Study
Georgetown University School of Medicine is studying psychological
bonding between first-time expectant parents and their unborn child, and
are seeking first-time, expectant mothers to investigate their reaction to an

ultrasound of their baby. Interested Fotiors can call 687-8770 for more information.
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Catherine

Myser, Katalin Nyikos, and Jenifer Rogers received scholarships. Timothy
Canova was named as an alternate.

Tara-Marie Linne, M.S.W., A.C.S.W., L.C.S.W.

Association

der in the U.S. Naval Reserve after 21 years of service, and is a past state deputy of the Knights of Columbus.

The Office of International Programs announced one of Georgetown'’s
best results in the 1987-88 Fulbright Scholarship Competition. Six George-

The Corp will be holding its Book Co-op in Village C from Tuesday,
August 30 to Sunday, September 4. The Co-op will receive books from
August 30 to September 3, and will sell them from August 31 to September 4.
Students selling their books will be able to set their own prices.

Alumni

tion and a former Elizabeth city attorney. He recently retired as a comman-

Six Students Win Fulbrights

Corp to Hold Book Co-op

Georgetown

O’Brien (CAS '49, LAW ’51) as its new president. O’Brien will assume the position in October, and will act both as a spokesperson for the association
and provide a liason between alumni and the university. He will also serve
on the university board of directors.
O’Brien has previously served Georgetown as chairman of the Alumni
Association board of governors, the Alumni Admissions Committee, and
the Georgetown Annual Giving Campaign for Union County. He was the
1979 recipient of a John Carroll award, which recognizes outstanding alumni for their dedication and service to Georgetown University and the community.
O’Brien, currently a partner in the law firm of O’Brien, Liotta and Mandel
in Elizabeth, New Jersey, is also counsel to the Elizabeth Board of Educa-
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GU Reviews Overpass Entrance Plans

ew Security Director
Backs Emergency Phones)
by Alex Niven
HOYA Assistant News Editor
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Approximately 35 new security
phones were placed throughout the
main campus during the summer, according to William Tucker, the new
security director for the Department,
of Public Safety (DPS), formerly
Georgetown
University
Protective
Services (GUPS).
The phone project, although initiated by former security director
Charles Lamb, signifies the type of
changes Tucker said he hopes will increase crime prevention and communication between the police and students, staff and faculty.
“I strongly support the concept [behind the phones], the concept to promote greater safety on campus by giving immediate communication between students, staff, and faculty and
the police,” Tucker said. “The phones
decrease reaction time, and give people better access and communications with the police.”
The new security phones are operated by pulling a lever located on the
side of the box and opening it to the
phone inside which automatically dials DPS. Tucker believes the phones
will also act as a “deterrent to campus

crime.”
Tucker took over as security direc-

tor July

15. He said he aims to pro-

mote a “very good relationship between the police and the students, faculty, and staff” by improving communication,
increasing
police
responsiveness to student body needs,
and strengthening crime prevention
measures.
“We want to give a very good image
here, both through our conduct and
appearance,” Tucker said. “I hope to
raise the overall respect for this police
force and make it the best in the metro
area for campus police.”
Tucker said he sees several problems with the present security system.
At present DPS officers operate in
shift assignments, from 7 am. to 3
p.m. 3 to 1l p.m. and 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
According to Tucker, this system “creates a void between shifts, while the
officers are changing.” He plans to
implement a system of staggered
shifts to correct this problem.
Tucker said he also plans to
rearrange his officers’ shifts so that
more are on duty at greater times of
need during the week. He wants to focus more on his officers’ training and
improve any shortcomings in their
knowledge, areas of expertise, and
communication skills.
At present all DPS officers rotate
the various duties and responsibilities
on campus. Tucker wants to change
this system. “It just doesn’t maximize
efficiency,” he said. Tucker instead

by Nicole Wong
HOYA News Editor
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A new security phone box.
plans to assign officers permanently
to specific areas. “The permanency
will increase efficiency, help to hold
someone accountable for the duty,
and improve commitment,” he said.
Tucker graduated from American
University with a degree in law enforcement, and earned a master’s degree in administrative management
from the University of Pittsburgh. He
worked on the DC Metropolitan police force as a captain and then as an
inspector, and spent four years in the
Second Precinct, which includes the
Georgetown area. Prior to his present
position, he served as Director of
Public Safety at the University of
Pittsburgh.

Georgetown University has begun
reviewing a draft agreement for the
construction of an overpass at the Canal Road entrance, according to William Green, associate vice president
of Facilities.
Currently, drivers exiting at Canal
Road cannot make a left turn, a situation that the overpass would remedy.
A surveying team is now working to
identify the boundaries of the area
under consideration.
Before any work can begin on the
area the land must be clearly marked
for several groups involved in the project. “There are a number of various
organizations which own the land
near
the
south
entrance,”
said
Charles Meng, vice president of
Administration
and
Facilities.
“About two or three parcels are
owned by the university, part is
owned by the DC Transit Company,
part by the District of Columbia, and
several parcels belong to the National
Park Service.”
In March 1987, Georgetown received $6.4 million in federal highway
funds to plan the new entrance,
replacing the university's existent entrance off of Canal Road. A total of $8
million has been appropriated for the
project, according to Meng.
Healy Circle, formerly the main entrance to the university, was shut off
August 17 to convert the circle and

The Corp moved into its new location

in

the

Leavey

Student

Center

with few problems, according to Corp
President

Joe

Lawver

(SBA

89).

Lawver said he expects a much greater volume of sales in the upcoming
year due

to the new

location

and

a

more diversified inventory.
“The move has gone as smoothly as
can be expected,” Lawver said. “We
had a few problems with construction
delays, but you just have to sit there
and adapt.” In late June, construction
work began on the counters and
checkout booths in preparation for
the move August 1.
The Corp is expanding to fill 4,500
square feet on the Leavey Center's
main floor, 2.500 more square feet
than in Healy Basement. Vital Vittles
and Saxa Sundries will be located to

the left of the main entrance, while
Corp Travel, Typing, and Advertising
offices have been placed by the main
elevators.

The move cost the Corp approximately $225,000, according to Lawver,
however those expenses had been accounted for in this year's budget. Although the Corp is paying $107,000 a
year for the Leavey Center space, over
four times its former rent in Healy
Basement, Lawver said he is confident the increase will not affect store
prices. “Our goal is to accomplish the
move with little or no impact on our
costs,”

he

said.

“We

don’t

flow overpass, allowing traffic to enter

the campus from both sides of the
road, Meng said. The two existent
lanes will have to be moved under the
overpass leading to the university.
“The entrance is somewhat awkward because if you are traveling
from the east it requires a left hand

merge,” Meng said. “But given the fact
that there are street lights on either
side of the entrance it should not have
to be a high speed merge, it should be
slow.”
However, area residents have been
resistant to the new plans. “The residents are concerned about it. We're
concerned
about
Georgetown’s
overall program,” said Arnie Paulson,
vice president of the Foxhall Community Citizen's Association. “We understand what the university is trying
to do, but there are traffic implications to this,” Paulson said.

Delayed Until October

10 Increase Sales
by Alex Niven

lawn area into a park. Presently, vehicles must enter and exit the campus
by the westbound lane of Canal Road,
due to a divider which separates the
opposing lanes.
Plans for the Canal Road entrance
call for the construction of an free-

HOYA File Photo

Basement Licensing

Corp Expects New Site
HOYA Assistant News Editor

Healy Circle closed August 17.

want

to

raise prices, and we won't raise
prices.”
Lawver is relying on location to
help supply the extra money. “We
expect to have a much greater volume
of sales by being near the Medical
Center,” he said. “We can beat
Marriott [Food Services] 50 percent of
the time anyway, and we should make
a tremendous impact on Medical
Center lunches.” Lawver also hopes
the “Leavey Center hype” will bring
in more students.

Lawver said he is expanding Corp
services with the additional space in
the new Leavey location. “In the base-

by Liz Moyer
HOYA Editor-in-chief

Photo by Justin Summer

early October.

The Corp will open today.
ment [Vital] Vittles was basically a
junk food shop,” he said. “In the new
Vittles, the junk food section will be
about the same or less, but we are going to expand more to groceries and
staples you need to live.”

Saxa Sundries will also expand its
supplies, according to Lawver. A new
video rental section is planned for the
store, and other supplies in great demand, including a computer supply
section, will be increased.

Lawver is working to introduce a
meat section into Vital Vittles, but has
encountered
problems
finding
a
supplier. “Most meat distributors sell

Both Vittles and Saxa will open Friday. Vittles store hours will be 8:30 to
1 a.m. Monday through Friday, 10 to 1

meat

a.m. on Saturday and

in bulk and expect you to pro-

12 to 1 a.m. on

cess and package it yourself,” he said.

Sunday. Saxa Sundries will be open 8

“Vittles is now
agreement with

to 12 a.m. Monday through Thursday,

trying to strike an
a local supermarket

or butcher shop to buy prepackaged
meat at a discounted price.”

Welcome Freshmen and Returning Students!

Stop by for our Back-to-School specials:
CHAMPION ACRA SWEATSHIRTS

Orig $15.95 - 20.95
Sale $7.99 - 10.49
Quantities Limited

The New Georgetown University Book Shop located in the Thomas and Dorothy Leavey Center.

Blocked by continuing constuction
in the Leavey Center and District licensing requirements, the Basement,
formerly the Center Pub/Cafe, is unable to obtain a liquor license needed
to sell beer until late September or

8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday, 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. Saturday and 10 a.m. to midnight
Sunday.
:

The Basement is scheduled to open
September 6, according to General
Manager John Doyle (SFS 89).
“Things may be slow at first without
the beer, but we plan on pushing the
food,” he said.
According to District requirements,
a liquor license cannot be granted until an establishment has obtained a
certificate of occupancy. The Center
Pub/Cafe had a certificate while they
were located in Healy; however, un-

BOOK SHOP

tion (in our area) was

manager's

licenses from

to the class of

Sporting
Phone:

tooo
337-6668

JOIN US FOR YOUR LAST
GOOD MEAL WITH THE
FOLKS "TIL THANKSGIVING.

WE ARE OPEN!
Free campus trial packs for men or women and free

pocket memo books while quantities last (starts Monday).
SPECIAL HOURS

SAT 10-4, SUN 12-5, MON

9-7, TUES-THURS 9-9, FRI 9-7

the Alcohol

Beverage Control board and all management were required to pass a test
earlier this summer certifying them as
food handlers.

WELCOME

&

the

In addition to the liquor license, the
Basement was also required to obtain

Come On In! ¢ Main Floor * Leavey Center

Follow the signs to the Book Shop and get a first look at the (partially opened) Thomas and Dorathy Leavey Center.

over and

necessary fire and safety inspections
were completed before we could apply for the transfer,” Doyle said.
Doyle said he does not expect the
Basement to suffer financially because they are unable to serve alcohol. “We made money over the summer. We're pretty far into the black.”
he said.

Write News for The HOYA

Thirty-sixth and Prospect Streets in Georgetown

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY

der its new name, the Basement has
been forced to wait 45 days until the
certificate can be transferred.
“We had to wait until the construc-
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STUDENTS:

WE

NEED

YOU!

It you are interested, please come by the ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION

September 1st at 6:00 p.m.
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(3604 O St.) to sign up for the recruitment meeting to be held on Thursday,
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to be able to devote two evenings each week
hours each evening (six hours total). We'll provide
your telephone skills (highly valued in any
Georgetown experience.
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What we need 1s for you
(Sunday — Wednesday) for three
the training programs to sharpen
profession) and a very rewarding

FUND.
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for the Georgetown University ANNUAL
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If you are a friendly, personable and capable student with a love for
Georgetown, you can earn $6.00 an hour by phoning alumni and parents
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"The GEORGETOWN UNIVERISTY BICENTENNIAL is almost
upon us and we want everyone in the big BLUE AND GREY family

OFFICERS

TRAINING

CORPS

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.
Army ROTC offers qualified students twoyear and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in

effect. So find out today if you qualify.

ARMY BROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
CALL 687-7065
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University Opts to Comply With

Prop osed Facility Still
In Per Plan Phase

continued from page 1
58-33. The amendment forces the District to pass this legislation before it
can receive funding for its $3.7 billion
budget.
According to a July 12 article in the
Washington Post, the reaction to the
Senate vote was led by DC Council
Chairman David Clarke, who said he
was prepared to allow a freeze on city
spending to take effect rather than accede to the Senate amendment. The
House passed the District budget
without the Armstrong Amendment.
The amendment will face review by a
House- Senate conference committee.

continued from page 1
“but we don’t know that we're going
to be building that facility.”
on campus.
“For the academic facility alone,
“We looked at an assessment
we're looking at a number of options
from the Matire Report which
and I'm not even sure we've
estimated that we would gain 48 poidentified all the options,” Green
sitions in the next five years,” Brown
said. “We sent out questionnaires
said. “We're looking for faculty offices and classrooms, whatever form
and have contacted every academic
or shape that takes.”
unit on campus.” The estimates to
A
Facilities
and
Planning
be submitted to the designers are
meeting is scheduled in early Sepbased on an assumption of optimal
faculty growth. “It’s a wish list,” said tember to examine the needs of the
faculty,
according
to’ Brown.
Brown. “We must also look at what
“There's been very good coordinawe can pay for.”
between
Facilities
and
Designers answered the Post an- tion
Planning.” Brown said. “But at this
nouncement which called for a firm
time we cannot definitely say what
with the ability to develop a single
we need to build. There is the problevel academic facility containing
lem of raising the funds.”
125,000 square feet of classroom,
The entire development process is
faculty and conference space, as
lengthy,
Green
explained.
The
well as audio visual and computer
space. The announcement also de- initial planning phase to decide
upon the various requirements for
scribed
a 900-car underground
parking garage and a five-story, the facility and construction options
is followed by a programming phase
102,000 square foot adjacent buildto decide upon the look and size of
ing with a science library to be conthe facility and correct municipal
sidered for planning. The total budget cited in the announcement was ' zoning. Only after this planning is
confirmed
and
submitted
to
$60 million.
Georgetown and then city officials
The
proposed
expansion,
does design and construction begin.
however, rernains open to change,
The present requirements = exGreen said. The announcement was
only meant to ensure that well quali- pressed by the faculty for more offied firms, capable of a project of fice and classroom space may be
met
by
several
possibilities,
such size and budget, submitted
proposals. “We wanted to find out if including both the construction of a
there were people in the architectu- new facility or the renovation of
ral community with the experience existent buildings, Green said.
“Do we want to develop a single
to develop the size of a facility if it
turns out to be a $60 million proj- facility and begin to program and
design that facility? Do we want [the
ect.”
However,
until
space architect] to help us develop options
requirements are confirmed and a on five facilities and do some cost
design is planned, the budget for the alternatives on those facilities? We
new facility remains undecided. “If have got identify what it is that we
we were to go with that kind of a want him to do. Then we'll go out for
facility [described in the announce- a request for proposal and narrow
ment], the figure that’s been thrown down the candidates.”
around is $60 million,” Green said,

Georgetown States Neutrality
In a July 11 press release, Georgetown announced that it “did not initiate or participate in the formulation
of the amendment to the D.C. Appropriations bill passed in the senate today.” According to Director of Public
Relations Gary Krull, Georgetown
had “nothing to do with the bill,” and
remained completely neutral during
the proceedings.
“We aren't for [the Armstrong
measure]. We aren't against it. We
have a court order to live under and
its not up to us to tell Congress what
to do...if the law passes, we'll address
it then,” Krull is quoted as saying in
the Washington Post. Krull has since
said that even if the bill passed,
Georgetown would continue to: respect the court order.
Robert Pitofsky, Dean and Executive Vice-president of Georgetown
University Law Center Affairs, agreed
with Krull in the July 11 press release
that “Georgetown University continues to comply with the court order in
the case of the Gay Rights Coalition
of the Georgetown Law School et al. v.
Georgetown University. Georgetown
has supported and will continue to
support the principles of the Home
Rule.”
The DC Home Rule Act created a
mayor and council system for the Dis-

KF

ORPHAN
FOUNDATION

Securing a Future for Today's
Runaways and Orphans.
Please send your needed tax deductible contributions to:
ORPHAN FOUNDATION
14261 Ben Franklin Station, N.W.
Washington, DC 20044

WELCOME
BACK!

trict of Columbia,
District to govern

and

allowed

the

act, Congress had express authority
under Article I of the U.S. Constitution to legislate for the District of Columbia.
According to a fact sheet compiled
by Armstrong's office, a section in the
Home Rule Act reserves Congress’
right “at any time, to exercise its constitutional authority as legislature for
the District on any subject...including
legislation to amend or repeal any law
in force in the District.”
Public and City Pressure

The Armstrong Amendment met
with support from religious organizations throughout the country, according to a July 11 press release. Organizations
including
the
Lutheran
Church- Missouri Synod, the National Committee of Catholic Laymen,
the Presbyterian Lay Committee, The
National Association of Evangelicals,
and the Good News Fellowship all
pledged their support of the bill.
Some supporters of the Senate bill,
according to the Washington Post, accused Georgetown of failing to take a
stand because of their recently renewed request for District government authorization to sell tax-exempt
bonds. Georgetown has requested
permission to sell $237 million in
bonds several times in the past three
years, the last request being placed
June
17, according to Rosemary
Kilkenny-Diaw, special assistant to
the President for the Affirmative Action Program.
D.C. Mayor Marion Barry had
blocked the passage of the bond bill,
citing that Georgetown was in violation of the DC Human Rights Act by
refusing to recognize its campus gay
organizations. He did not sign the bill
granting Georgetown permission to
sell the bonds

until three days

Court Order

However,
Krull maintains that
Georgetown’s
position
on
the
Armstrong amendment was totally
independent of the bond requests
passage. “Granted the bonds are a
long way from being done,” he said,
“but I don’t know of any linkage. The
Office of Human Rights has given us
a clean bill of health- we have
complied, and the city council has no
reason to withold the bonds.”
Director Maudine Cooper of the
Office of Human Rights, an executive
office of the mayor, sent a letter to
Georgetown President Timothy S.’
Healy, SJ, on May 24 closing its human rights investigation of Georgetown University. The letter states that
“we have found no patterns of discrimination proscribed by the D.C.
Human Rights Act. Therefore, this
matter
is
hereby
closed
administratively.”
Krull also pointed out that the
GPGU conflict started much earlier
than then bond issue. “The issue was
five and a half years old before the
bond came on the docket. The two are
totally different issues.”

itself. Prior to the

Letter Dispute
A July 27 article in the Washington
Times printed that “a Georgetown
University spokesperson said yesterday that the staffs of Mayor Marion
Barry and City Council Chairman
David Clarke recently threatened to
deny approval of $237 million in tax
exempt bonds..unless Georgetown
opposed a congressional amendment
viewed as an attack on the home rule
[the Armstrong Amendment].
Both Krull and Director of Main
Campus Public Relations Anne Klass
were
unable
to © identify
the
spokesperson
mentioned
in
the
Times article, but maintained that the
statement in no way reflected any link
between the university's stance on the
Armstrong Bill and its bid for tax-exempt bonds.

after

the university had announced their
"neutral position on the Armstrong
amendment.

The FIOVADPage 5:

Call us.
Last year we helped 11,000 Washington
residents choose cancer therapies, pick doctors,
get free medication, find money, transportation

and the strength to fight.
Call us. We can give you a whole lot
more than hope.

According to Krull, Georgetown
was informed of the Armstrong
Amendment a half hour before it
went to the floor of the Senate for voting. The bill was passed without the
written copy of the amendment ever
having been presented, he said. The
mayor's office called Krull on July 12.
the day after the bill passed, and
asked for Georgetown's position on
the bill.
-/Krull answered that he had noi
seen the official text of the amendment, and would inform the mayor's
office when the university issued its
official position. A draft of a letter
written to Armstrong, explaining
Georgetown’s neutral position on the
amendment, was sent to the mayor's
office the following day, according to
Krull.
The mayor's office was not satisfied
with the letter and revised it, adding
language to say that “Georgetown
University lives and functions according to the principles of the home
rule,” according to a July 25 article in
the Legal Times. Krull confirmed that
the letter was returned to Georgetown
with revisions.
Krull said he refused to accept the
revised
city letter, and
another
Georgetown official was told by
Clarke's staffs, “If you don’t sign this
letter, you won't see your bonds,” reported
the
Washington
Times.
Georgetown officials refused to accept the city version, Krull said. Instead, they drafted another letter,
which was signed and sent by
Pitofsky.
The letter to Alstrong stated that
the Gay Rights settlement “is a matter
of internal University policy,” and
noted that the university “firmly supports” the home rule for the District,
according to the Legal Times.
Pitofsky denies any knowledge of
dealings with the mayor's office concerning the letter, although Krull affirmed that Pitofsky was present during the drafting of the final letter.
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‘SUMMER SALE NOW IN PROGRESS

SAVE 25 - 50%
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/
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~ bill’s passage, issuing a statement which read

that the the university was “neutral” on the

Now,

finally, they are here. William Tucker,

the new director of campus security, has come
in at a good time. There is a crying need for
| improved security at Georgetown, and the addition of these security phones is an indication
of his commitment to achieving this. Hope-

ly.

Proposals have not been limited to the con~ struction of a completely new facility; renovation of older facilities is another option. It is
expected that this project will receive a major
budget allotment. The main criteria for
choosing the project architect are that the designer develop a construction plan that takes
"into consideration all the current needs of the

will

vertised for an architect to make design pro-

~ posals for the project.

Georgetown community, including thé need
for classroom, library, and green space on
campus.
Although only in the conceptual stage, this
latest construction proposal does reflect con-

continue.

Nevertheless,

outdoor activities students could sponsor and
where they could be held.
‘The draft of the new sound policy which resulted from the summer-long discussions
puts to paper what had existed as part of university policy all along. Namely, that events
such as outdoor festivals and concerts must be
coordinated to accommodate other campus
activities and that noise levels from these
activities must be restricted from infringing
upon the outside community.
But while the outdoor sound policy makes
important considerations regarding the locations of activities and how large they can safely
be, it still leaves many questions unanswered.
As they revise the draft this fall, the committee

must be careful to define the policy’s terms
more clearly and close some gaping loop-

holes.
As it stands, the draft policy limits large outdoor
concerts
to
Harbin
field
and
McDonough parking lot. Exceptions are allowed in the case of “special occasions”’--allowing a group to move a concert to Healy
lawn, for example, if the powers that be approve. Nowhere in the draft is “special occasion” defined, allowing for a great deal of discretionary leeway. The use of the terms ‘“‘decibel level” and “audience” is also vague. The

guidelines simply leave too many variables
and give enormous weight to discretionary
power.
It is impossible to develop a clean-cut,.scientific formula for programming campus
events. As in the case of the Bicentennial
festivities, there are always many exceptions.
A more clearly defined proposal, however,
will limit the scope of discretionary power and
remove the seemingly arbitrary nature of the
present policy.
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send it to:
The HOYA, Box 938 Hoya Station, Washington DC 20057
Name
Address

City/State/Zip
Rate (check one):

__

Semester

Year

Please enclose a check or money order payable to The HOYA.

Rates are only $20 per semester, $30 per year.

The HOYA’s first regular

issue will appear
Tuesday, August 6th
Don’t miss it!

because

problems such as a lack of classroom space
seriously detract from the quality of a
Georgetown education, the inconveniences of
construction will have to be tolerated a while
longer.

A Sounder Policy Sought
After University President Timothy S.
Healy cancelled last year’s Founder’s Day
band, compaining of the noise levels, students
and administrators set forth to outline a policy
which would define and regulate the types of

PN
AN

fully, this first step will be coupled with increased patrolling by security officers and better lighting in the poorly lit areas of campus.
But security is not solely the responsibility
of Protective Services; it requires cooperation
from students as well. Washington has one of
the nation’s highest crime rates, and the
Georgetown area has the highest rate within
the District. Just as the university and its surroundings are not a playground, neither
should these new safety devices be used as
playthings. The security phones can be a great
benefit to the safety of the entire Georgetown
community, but only if they are taken serious-

cern for the lack of three serious shortcomings
at the university. These impottant concerns,
because they were not fully met by recent projects such as the Leavey Center, need to be resolved in a creative manner. Fortunately, in
attempting to solve these problems, Georgetown has left many options open, not committing itself to concrete plans before solutions to
these problems have been sought.
This newest project does have drawbacks. It
ensures that the 15 year construction period
that has characterized Georgetown’s recent
history will not end soon, and the inconveniences, frustrations, and aesthetic unpleasantness of constant construction on campus

Post, the Office of Facilities Management ad-

Liz Moyer
Editor-in-chief

Want to keep your parents abreast of events at Georgetown?
There's no better way than by subscribing to The HOYA, Georgetown’s largest and oldest newspaper. Simply detach the coupon and

GU Under Construction
The Georgetown University Office of Administration and * Facilities recently announced plans to explore the possibilities for
anew classroom, office, and parking facility at
Georgetown. In the August 3 Washington

Welcome to Georgetown, and welcome to The HOYA, Georgetown'’s preeminent student newspaper.
Ever since January 1920, when the newspaper was launched, The HOYA
has chronicled events at the Hilltop. The era of being university cheerleader
is long past, but today The HOYA remains the single most comprehensive
and widely read publication on campus.
Over the last decade, Georgetown has become one of the most selective
colleges in the country, yielding a student body that is among the most talented and diverse in the nation. A first-class university clearly deserves a
first-class newspaper. Recent years have seen The HOYA expand its coverage in all areas from news to sports to entertainment, while making comparable strides in the areas of business, advertising and graphic art. This year
The HOYA launches full-time into a twice weekly publishing format, bringing the latest news and information to the Georgetown community as no
other campus publication has before.
Excellence, of course, doesn’t preclude enjoyment, and we at The HOYA
certainly have enough of that. College journalism is one of the fastest and
most rewarding ways to get to know your classmates and community. We'd
like to invite anyone interested in writing, layout, photography. computers,
accounting or advertising to come to a Happy Hour at The \HOYA office on
Saturday from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in room 421, Leavey Center. Refreshments
await those who are interested in working for The HOYA and leaning mor
about Georgetown this year.
;
This will be an exciting and historic year for Georgetown. We hope you
will enjoy reading about it each Friday and most Tuesdays in The HOYA.

An attempt by the university to support the
Armstrong bill would have disturbed the waters once again. The university clearly has
learned that a crisis solved is much less costly
than a battle in which victory is uncertain and
losses are potentially high. While obtaining
release of the bonds is important for a
university that has been under construction
nonstop in recent years, Georgetown’s decision should not be judged by financial terms
alone.
University President Timothy
8.
Healy’s ten-page letter earlier this year detailed the most important reason for Georgetown’s decision not to appeal the DC Superior
Court ruling: the need to learn from the past
and move forward.

A Safe Investment
You may have noticed a few changes
around campus this year. Lost in the shuffle of
the new Leavey Center and the closing of
Healy Gates are those unobtrusive black
J boxes that have appeared at various campus
§ locations. These boxes are the long awaited
security phones.
For years we have been hearing of plans to
install emergency security phones on campus.

Dear Readers:

rac tly

The university took a step forward in declaring its neutrality toward the bill. The six
months of peace which followed last spring’s
settlement has helped foster greater tolerance
for GPGU among the campus community.
Last May, the group sponsored a dance for the
first time ever on campus without any major
problems. It is clear that although campus gay
groups and the general Georgetown community have a long way to go, many steps have
been taken toward greater understanding and
acceptance.

an

~
~

the District the release of

the bonds for construction and other projects.

a

~

The Human Rights Act states that no institution receiving public money may discriminate on the basis of race, creed or sexual orientation. In what would become a ten-year
court battle, campus gay groups had charged
Georgetown University with violating the Act
by refusing to officially recognize the Gay People of Georgetown University and grant them
funding. They moved to block the release of
millions of dollars in District bonds to the university until Georgetown met their demands.
In the compromise settlement, Georgetown
was ordered by the DC Supreme Court to
provide the group access to university funding
while GPGU, in turn, was required to include
a disclaimer on all its publications asserting
that its philosophies were not in accordence
with or condoned by the university.
When the Armstrong bill passed the Senate
in July, several area religious groups rushed to
support it. Georgetown, however, quickly disavowed any involvement in supporting the

of obtaining from

TuekkHova

a

tutions in the District an exemption from
complying with the DC Human Rights Act.

bill. Religious groups accused the university
of forsaking its Catholic heritage in the hopes -

sy

Earlier this summer, the gay rights issue at
Georgetown threatened once again to disturb
the peace that had been created since the university and campus gay groups resolved their
differences last spring in a compromise solution. The challenge came under the guise of a
Senate bill which would grant religious insti-

=

Bonds and the Armstrong Bill

HOYA
LETTERS
POLICY
The HOYA welcomes letters from
our readers and will make every effort
to print as many as possible. Letters
should not exceed 400 words and are
subject to being edited if they are
longer. The HOYA reserves the right
to edit for style or clarity, but every effort will be make to retain the author’s
intent.
Each letter must be signed and include the person’s name, school and
year, address, and phone number. All
letters become the property of The
HOYA. No unsigned letters will be
printed.
For inclusion in The HOYA, letters
are due in our Copley offices no later
than Tuesday at 6 p.m. for Friday issues, and Friday at 6 p.m. for Tuesday
issues.
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Viewpoint
Chris Reid

eALLY CooL BAR

The Benefits of Living Off-Campus

credibly

evil,

or

at

least

a

trifle

unpleasant. I jumped at the chance to
live in a whole house and in not a series of rooms connected together in the
" midst of a huge apartment complex.
True, I've only lived off-campus this
summer and the school year may be a
different story, but I'm optimistic
enough to share some of the great advantages or at least fringe benefits of
living off-campus.
First, no more R.As and no more
mandatory meetings. Bureaucracies
like meetings but they love mandatory meetings because you have to listen to them no matter what. Take
those meetings last spring about
AIDS. Some people thought that
those giving the lectures were a little
too eager to share their own sexual exploits with the world while others respected the lecturers for their courage
in giving a frank discussion. I personally don’t care one way or the other. I
didn’t go. I don’t want to attend a lecture about AIDS. Listening to people
talk about sexually transmitted diseases is not my favorite way of spending my free time. I'd rather play
hoops. But guess what, I live off-campus now, so they can have all the
mandatory
AIDS
discussion-fests
they want. I can go shoot hoops without being fined.

When you do something nasty or
destructive in the dorms, you get adjudicated: a ten-page paper on why the
action was wrong may well be the
punishment. When you do something
nasty or destructive off-campus you
get arrested and thrown in jail. Adjudicated. Arrested. Big difference. Next
time you throw a dorm room party
and GUPS or DOPS or whatever they
call themselves come around to break
it up, just remember that GUPS

offi-

cers carry walkie-talkies and maybe
nightsticks. When you have an offcampus party and get loud and rowdy, real police with real big guns come
to end the festivities. If you think DC
police are as laid back as GUPS, next.
time you see one, take his gun out of

his holster, twirl about on your finger
eight or nine times, and shout “HIHO
SILVER, AWAY.” Chances are you
won't have to worry about writing a
ten-page paper.

And how about those great room
charges that Residence Life slaps on
your bill. And those neat descriptive
phrases they put next to the fine:
“Things on floor - $12.50.” How do

they figure that out? Is the $12.50 fine
how much my things are worth or
how much it costs the university to
hire someone to pick it up? If I left a
solid gold bar on the floor would they
charge me $10,000? Or would it be the
same, easy to remember $12.50? I'm
not sure but I do know that when I
moved in to my house, I was hoping
that someone had left an extra chair
or pan or table lying around. And
when I leave my house for the next
student renter, he’ll probably be psyched if I leave something for him. Of
course, it won't be a solid gold bar but

maybe if I leave that moldy old table
in the basement for him, he'll be happy. That'll give me a good feeling inside.
Neighbors. You have to like that.
They're the nice people who live next
to you and let you borrow their tools
and tell you to take better care of your
yard.
However,
they
don’t
fool
around. If you're playing your music
too loudly, they don’t bang on the wall
like that guy next door to you
freshman year. They call the same
real policemen with the real big guns,

MORALS
ne
YOURSELF
SOME

and, trust me on this one, that HiHo

Silver business won't work a second
time.
The porch has some kind of strange
and mystical power. Sitting outside in
the summertime, sipping a cool drink,
and looking up at the sky is a lot more

Money
ANP A LOT
OF
EMBARASS—
MENT

peaceful than a closed dorm room, a

black light poster, and helpful meditative chanting. Especially if there's a
breeze blowing. When sitting on the
porch,
one
truly
feels
like
a
homeowner,

or at least homerenter.

Apartments, and even dorm rooms,
can have couches, TVs, and dining
room tables, but hardly any have a
So just think about it. Off-campus
housing is obviously a big responsibility and is not for everyone, but if
you find the place that suits you, the
advantages are many, the benefits
great, and the porch has a wonderful
view.
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to cover

it were
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As the glitter and fanfare of opening
strategic moments in the coming
night faded to black, the critics
week. Adding to the already festive
clamored to obtain a pass backstage,
mood of the convention were the vione that would allow them a closer
brant red, white and blue Republican
glimpse of the star, and hopefully a
Partly banners that streamed across
shot at an interview.
the podium.
Tuesday. night provided a brief inOver. the. years, political .conventermission as Jeane Kirkpatrick delivtions in America have become media
events, and New Orleans was-no-ex-- ered. an eloquent monologue. Delegates on the floor were busy milling
ception. With nearly four times as
around, attempting equally to avoid
many journalists, most of them memand be noticed by the network reportbers of the electronic media, as actual

ers who

were

also roaming

| Look

around, then I say shoot them.

Perhaps I'm making too much of this, but it seems
to me that someone in the administration is addicted
to construction. Like a crack habit, this can be de-

structive. First came the redesigning of Dahlgren
Quad, something I'm sure was intended simply to
tide this person over between the completion of Village C and the Leavey Center.
Last year they took away the fountain from Copley
Lawn. This year they ruined the only place on campus that you could, in one five minute session, decide
to blow off a class, throw a football without fear of exploding a vital body part on concrete, scope to your
heart's content, run in to Vittles to get some food and
laugh at the poor, misguided fools who believed the
“attendance mandatory” line their teachers fed them.
The lawns used to be social places where everyone
could hang out, listen to bands, drink beer, and throw
various projectiles around, chase and catch them.
Now, you can only hang out. You can't have a
band on the lawns unless they comply with a few
simple regulations. First off, for a band to be on either of the lawns, the application must be received

I

party members in attendence, the
convention took on the character of a
carefully directed Broadway production.
Monday night, the world’s best
known
actor,
President
Ronald
Reagan, took center stage, and captivated his audience with clever witticisms and pearly prose. Back in the
news galleries, the critics (many of us
Democrats) were fast at work with our
analysis-deadline was in two hours.

Don'T LET FRIENDS

Whose idea was it to put those brick walkways in
Copley and Healy lawns? And if they had to put the
darned things in, why didn’t they put them on the dirt
paths where everybody walks anyway?
1 don’t know about you, but I would have preferred
it if they had taken the time and money used to build
the brick walkways and put it to more productive use.
Like finishing the Leavey Center lobby before the
dedication ceremonies, for instance.
I wouldn’t mind if they had used the resources for a
worthwhile project, but there seem to be absolutely
no benefits to this one. If you haven't seen them, they
are brick walkways, maybe eight feet wide, stretching
diagonally across the lawns from corner to corner,
both originating near Healy Circle.
In a university that is rapidly losing its green space,
it is ridiculous to break up the two nicest parts of
campus with useless sidewalks. If people feel a press-ing need for the feel of concrete under their feet, let
them walk on the wonderful sidewalks that are already provided. And if they are too lazy to walk

Chris Reid, a junior government major in the College of Arts and Sciences, is
the Managing Editor of The HOYA.

er

by Saturday morning. Notebooks,
pencils and pink media access cards
in hand we scurried through the
galleries looking for the big scoop.
which was, at that point, who would
likely be named the Vice Presidential
candidate.
Hundreds of yards of red carpet
had already been laid out, and workers were hurriedly inflating the over
10,000 balloons that would be released inside the Superdome during

Rememeer: friends

:

STUPID

Some Thoughts From Left Field:
Don’t Follow That Red Brick Road

Good Production Down in Dixie

ready well settled into the Superdome

SHOP

Mark Chubb

Republicans Stage an Unexpectedly

journalists

FRom A LocAL

ree

porch.

Liz Moyer

There's something very strange
about political conventions. Trapped
inside one giant theater one finds half
the leaders of the nation, a good number of Hollywood celebrities, all of the
media, foreign dignitaries, guests, and
a odd creature known as the Delegate.
Although the Republican National
Convention was not scheduled to begin until Monday. the almost 15,000

J

through

the delegations. The delegates, it
seemed, though fiercely loyal to the
production company had very short
attention spans and needed to be

within four hours of the first appearance of the quarter moon prior to the appearance of the band. Secondly, it must be a special occasion (which includes,
but is not limited to, all administration officials’
birthdays and the celebration of Latvian Hair-weave
Day) and the band must consist of a left- handed
flute-blowing orange-haired clarinet-playing condor
worshipper. After that, we can listen to anything.
Now we can’t drink beer. Beer is undoubtedly a“
good thing. Trust me. This open container policy is a
crock. Now, they tell us, we can have beer anywhere
on campus - we just can’t open it. Swell.
Finally, the walkways stink because you can’t
throw footballs or frisbees without risking serious
bodily injury. One false step and you could be reduced to sucking Marriott scrambled eggs through a
straw for weeks after breaking your jaw on those not
very bouncy bricks.
Freshmen, I call upon you to start a new tradition.
In the past, traditions have included stealing the
hands from Healy Clock. This, however, is very dangerous because the clock is very high. Plus, the university frowns upon such behaviot. And more impor-

tantly they are likely to punish you. A lot.

23%

Another tradition that has been eliminated is
jumping in the fountain on Copley Lawn. Not too exciting, but not too dangerous either. And besides, it is
a great way to relieve tension after failing an Economics final, which happened to me . . . I mean, to
some guy I heard about . . . sophomore year.
Now, freshman should steal a brick each week
from the walkway until this scourge is removed from
the campus. If any university officials ask you if you
know what happened to the bricks, offer them helpful suggestions like “Maybe somebody took them” or
“Perhaps very large mice borrowed them” or, to ensure yourself of no argument, “It is God's will.”
Class of 1992, this is your mission. Carry it out
faithfully, and I will deny all legal responsibility for

EE

So what if it’s ten minute walk? I
can use the exercise.
So what if I have to pay utilities?
With the rent Residence Life is charging for a 15x20 hole they call a dorm
room, it’s a bargain.
I like my off-campus house.
Maybe I'm lucky, but everyone else
I know seems to talk about living offcampus as if it were something in-

it.

Mark Chubb, a senior finance major in the School of
‘Business Administration, is the Sports Editor of The HOYA.
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prompted by occasional song and
dance routines in order to keep up the
proper festive atmosphere.
Wednesday, the leading role was
turned over to Vice President George
Bush with all the fanfare of a second
opening night. As understudy he was
expected to carry the production
through to its suspenseful climax until he was upstaged by young actor J.
Danforth Quayle. The press loved it;
so did the delegates. Finally there was
something to talk about.

By Thursday, the atmosphere at the
convention
had
quickly
been
transformed
into a made-for-TV

movie. Bush's running mate had a far

more interesting life to probe, and
reporters hunted Quayle with a
vengence. Sitting in one of the media
lounges as strains of “Taps” came
across
the speakers
from
the
convention hall, one salty old reporter
chuckled, “Is that for the ticket?” As
carefully choreographed and planned
as the convention had been, the
Republicans certainly got more than
they bargained for.
It seems ironic that the Republican
party,
long
viewed
as
more
conservative, reserved and cautious,
would choose a city like New Orleans

for its quadrannual convergence. Less
than seven blocks away lay the’
historic French

Quarter, well-known

for its decadence and liberal morals. *
New Orleans, the largest city in a state
known
for
its
corruption
in’
government,
seemed © the
exact:
opposite of a Republican
town. .
Maybe that’s why we reporters had so
much fun.
Liz Moyer, a senior history major in
the School of Foreign Service, is the Editor-in-chief of The HOYA. She attended
the Republican National Convention as
an intern for the National Journal.

H. Anthony Lehv

A Problem of Near Epic Proportions: GU’s Publess
As the dog days of summer wind
down, college students everywhere are
busy preparing themselves for the traditional “party till you puke-athons”
that have marked the opening of
school since time inmmemorial. As
most of you know, in order to get
trashed, blitzed, ripped etc . . . one
must
have
beer.
Which
leaves
Georgetown students faced with a
problem of nearly epic proportions.
Drinking has become a prohibitive
art.

Problem 1: Drinking beer has become the most expensive entertainment activity in Washington, with the
exception of starting a crack habit. A
pitcher of good domestic beer [sic] at
one reputable student hang-out runs
over $8.50. The costs of comparable
entertainment are much less. A
bleacher ticket to see the Orioles play
in Baltimore only costs $6.50 and is as
likely to induce vomiting as a pitcher
of beer. A 3-pack of condoms for an
evening of safe-sex runs about $3.50,
and has a greater potential for pleasure, since it only induces vomiting
about half the time (stats on this vary
but according to Surgeon General C.

Everett Koop this is the correct number). A full meal at Little Tavern will

cost around $2.50 depending on how
hungry you are and how adventurous
you feel.
Solution 1: Go to parties. What
could be cheaper than simply showing up at a party where enough alcohol to open a distillery is provided
free of charge ( Knowing the host is
optional). Going to parties also frees
you from choosing what to drink
since all parties serve Strohs, Busch or
Milwaukee's Beast. What's best about
parties, though, is that members of the
opposite sex are provided already in a
state of inebriation, allowing you to
subtract the cost of buying beers for
other people.
Women have a second option: they
can dress up, hit the bars, and throw
themselves at the mercy of some
hunky male bartender who will most
likely reduce the evening's bar bill.
Some won't even require you to do illegal things in return. Men be warned,
however, this does not work for you!
Forget even trying.
Problem 2: There is no place in DC
which sells beer on Sunday. Could

someone tell me why? How are we
supposed to stomach watching Brent
Musberger

and John

Madden

every

Sunday without large quantities of alcohol? Stocking up on Saturday is
possible, but often leads to decreased
wallet size and consumption of that
beer before Sunday.
Solution 2: Write a letter to Mayor
Marion Barry and the Senator or
Congressman of your choice asking
for an immediate repeal of the Blue
Laws. But the chances of that kind of
grass- roots movement seeing success
are slim at best.
Solution 2A: Leave the District, you
fools. The liquor stores and 7-11s of
Maryland and Virginia are only a
metro ride away. Remember, the 7-11s
in the District do not sell alcohol, rendering them completely useless unless you happen to be plagued by the
midnight munchies.
Problem 3: The bars in Washington.

There

are

many

locations

and

types of bars which should be
avoided. Bars that almost force you
into ordering through a waiter are
highly dangerous. Getting a “properly” made drink (read “small”) takes

roughly as long as applying for a
passport. Waiters must also be tipped
or may accidentally forget your table.
One advantage to having a waiter is
that you may use your parents’ credit
cards, thereby saving your own mon-

ey. Remember, however, that you
must uien explain to Mom and Dad
that Houlihan's and Houstons are not
bars but bookstores and that the $107
bill was for school supplies.
If you must order through a waiter,
avoid
bars whose
waiters
wear
Armani tuxedos. You pay for that. It's
also smart to forgo places with lots of
seats. Drinking is supposed to be
done standing up because it triggers
your body's own drinking safety
mechanism. When you drink standing up your body tells you it's had too
much by making you fall down. Besides, sitting down removes the pleasure of having beer spilled all over
your clothing by complete strangers.
Scratch any bar which has a maitre
d’ and is decorated better than your
parent's house. Never enter bars featuring live bands or trendy dance music (but this is obvious, non?) And
above all, stay away from bars down-

town or on Capitol Hill. Every bar
there falls under Problem 3. M Street
is too cluttered by slow-moving foreign tourists, drug dealers, and GW
students to be of any use and the lines

are enormous anyway.
Solution 3: Don’t give

up

hope,

there are bars out there for you, the

discerning Georgetown student. The
proper bar should have little or no
furniture, and that should be broken
anyway. Music from the 70's should
be channeled through a stereo system

with the quality of a Time magazine
free gift (horribly scratched records
optional), and lighting should be at a
minimum to increase scamming potential (the more light the worse they
look, believe me!).
No waiters should be present, and
drinks must be extremely large and
cheap with only a minimal selection.
Under no circumstance is beer to be

consumed which contains any
limes,
lemons,
cherries,
etc...
Cups
should be plastic, simultaneously
eliminating fear of social disease and
breakage.
Finally, the bar should be over:
crowded and hot, the floor should be
covered ankle-deep in scum, and the
bathrooms so vile that you would
rather wait.
Now

to my

recollection,

only one

bar in DC fits this description, The
Pub. So grab your smokes, your GU
I.D., and your pub shoes and head for
Healy basement.
Wait, I just remembered the Pub is
closed.
It’s going to be a long semester.
H. Anthony Lehv, a senior art history
major at the University of Michigan, was
a frequent visitor to the Center Pub.
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92 Tips to Help the Class of '92 Comfortably Cope with '88
In Addition to NSO, Here's What Every Hoya Ought to Know
During the early weeks of the summer,
the university swamps the incoming
freshman with countless pieces of mail
which describe the history of Georgetown, different aspects of campus life,
and different services like the meal plan
and student health.
The New Student Orientation (NSO)
staff has slaved all summer to guide the

new students through their early challenges at Georgetown. When we first arrive as freshman and anxiously peek into

our tiny and cramped dorm rooms, we
are shocked not only by its size but by yer
another stack of orientation material
heaped on our desk.
All of this material describes life at
Georgetown, but it lacks the complete
story. To round off the first week of a
Georgetown education, the HOYA traditionally has run a compilation of helpful
hints collected over a number of years by
the editorial board. The article has been
updated annually and is published each
year in the Freshman Orientation issue.
1) Orientation week is actually
“Disorientation week.” After all, between the parties, the workload, and
the food, things will never be the same
until commencement.
2) Meet the people on your floor,
and learn their names. You will see
them in the halls, and you will get
tired of saying “Hey, what's up?” to 40
students three times a day.
3) You're a name at Georgetown,
not a number. But if you don’t carry
your GU

it costs about $30.
15) No one understands registration any more than you do; therefore,
if other students ask you where to go
next, feel free to send them off in any
direction you choose. They don't expect you to be correct, but only need
someone to break their indecision.
16)

If

you

see

huge

lines

at

registration and think “I must not
have to wait in THAT line,” you are
probably wrong.
17) You can always pull your
schedule together during Add/Drop,
but be prepared to grovel and say
things like, “Why of course Professor
Blowhard, I've always dreamed of being in ‘History
of Macedonian
Glassblowing’, I find their techniques
so stimulating. It's not just that it fits
my schedule.”

24)

Pronunciation:

Reiss

is

not

“reece.” Copley is not “cope-ly.” The
ICC

is not “ick.” And

Leavey

is not

finished.
25) Remember

that A's don’t come

as easily in college as they did in high
school. So when you get that first C or
D, learn directions to the Basement.
26) Then again, maybe just get A's.
27) You

will

hear

a lot of stories

about “pubscum” and wild
brawls in the Pub. They're
true.
28) You might be tempted
fake ID at Electromax. It will

drunken
probably

same
card.

business

effect

as your

Dad’s

to buy a
have the

29) If a librarian begins to tell you
about the “resources” in DC, chances
are they don’t have the book you're
looking for.

of Healy
41) Take

your parents in a worse

mood,

since

they are most likely shelling out over
$6000 for this luxury.
14) For each hour you are in class,

cannons,

not

a good

look at Fr. Healy

42) There

are two 24 hour

restau-

rants near Georgetown on Wisconsin.
One is Au Pied de Cochon. The other
is Georgetown Cafe, also called the
PLO Cafe. Never discuss Middle
Eastern policy at the latter. You might
be killed.
43) Student Health is hidden in the

basement of St. Mary's Hall.
44) Re #43: This is probably
blessing

because

Student

a

Health

should be avoided at all costs. It's sort
of an oxymoron.
45) If that package of cookies from
Mom arrives empty, rejoice in the fact
that it’s not lost; it’s in the stomach of
a happy post officer at Hoya Station.
46) It's perfectly normal not to receive any mail via Hoya Station.
47) If all else fails, let the “W™ go on
the transcript. Remember that the alternative is an “F".
48) If you think that “F” stands for
“fine” or “fair”, think again.
49) People will tell you that it’s hard
to fail a class at Georgetown. These
people find it hard to skip class and
relax.
50) The most important step towards a 4.0 is registration. As any
upperclassman would tell you, it’s not

Busch?”) are irrelevant.
5) If you are from the Garden State,

anyone's name.
11) The university prefers you not
to have a raucous social life, and
tends to frown upon unlawful drinking and loud music.
12) Re #11: It is not illegal to be
drunk, only to be caught drinking
13) New students often squander
their orientation weekend here worrying about their first encounter with
the worst evil in college life, REGISTRATION. Remain calm. Registration will definitely put you in a bad
mood, but on the brighter side, it puts

historic

during orientation. It will be the last
time you see him.

ID everywhere, you may not

10)...But don’t expect to remember

are

cast-iron trash receptacles.

even be that.
4) Get used to questions asking
your name and school. Any other
questions (i.e. “Is this a Heineken or
be prepared for, “You're from New
Jersey? What exit?” You'll hear this
orientation witticism at least 100
times.
6) Coeds, beware of upperclassmen
who greet you: “So, you've never seen
the inside of a Village A?”
7) But this is Georgetown after all,
so those upperclassmen will probably
just want to rap with you about the
curriculum anyway.
8) There might be some foreign students on your floor, and it will take a
little while to get used to them. Keep
© in mind that “disco” is still pretty hip
in France. It's always worth your effort to make them feel at home. After
all, you might end up in Paris someday with no place to sleep.
9) Make sure you attend all the
parties the first week...

SO enjoy.
35) If you want to eat cheap try the
local happy hours. The Georgetown
Marbury
Hotel,
Houlihan’s,
El
Torito’s and others feature discounted
appetizer prices. Don't fret if you're
under age, they all need the business.
36) You don’t have to attend all
your classes. Just have plenty of dimes
for photocopying and pray for instant
learning.
37) Use all of your learning resources: old tests, bright friends, and
pre-midterm satanic rituals.
38) Don’t be surprised to find that
you're just one of hundreds of GU undergraduates who plans to be President some day.
39) A special note to SES students:
don’t be surprised that you're just one
of hundreds
who
plans
to be
Secretary of State someday.
40) The “Ark” and “Dove” in front

your window in a fit of midterm fury,
remember the words “security deposit.” The university will charge you for
repair plus some.
59) Cheap date: GPB movies in
Reiss. Good flicks, good prices, and
you'll only have to yell “FOCUS” four
or five times.
60) Mask & Bauble, the Georgetown theater group puts on wonderful
productions;

however,

Lowe

or Emilio

Estevez

among

upperclassmen
here, be advised:
Mare Winningham most closely ap
proximated the true Hoya. Frumpiness is a watchword.
62) Re #61: Let's clear up a few
misunderstandings arising from that
movie. First, most GU grads don't
move into custom- designed $250,000
bachelor pads in the Georgetown
area just after commencement. Second, sex, drugs, and rock 'n roll are
not a way of life for everyone here. Finally,

there

is

no

bar

named

St

Elmo's in Georgetown.
63)

Re

#61,62:

Remember,

the

movie was filmed at the University of
Maryland- we turned it down.
64) Fire extinguisher fights are immature and illegal. Besides, shaving
cream shoots straighter and is harder
to remove.
65) Whoever said “The best things
in life are free” didn’t go here.
66) If you don’t subscribe to the
Washington Post be prepared to swipe

your neighbors often, read it, then put
it back before he or she wakes up in
the morning.
67) If you do subscribe to the Washington Post, be prepared to swipe your

neighbors often, read it, then put it
back before he or she wakes up in the
morning.
68) If you don’t suscribe to the
Washington Times go to the front of
your dorm and grab a rain-soaked
copy.
69) Re #65-68: Remember this is
not New York. People here quote the
Post and laugh at the Times.

Tt)

18) Re #10: Please don’t say “Drop/
Add”. It just doesn’t sound right.
19) Learn your GU alphabet soup
(CAS, SBA, SLL, SFS, GUNS, GUPS,
GERMS, GUSA, GPB, SAC, ICC,
GPGU, GUSFCU) ASAP.
20) Finding the right professor is
often hit or miss. One hint: Avoid
Professor “Staff.” If you can’t figure
out why, ask your RA.
21)

Here's

a

recommendation

if

you need to buy books during the first
week of classes. If you have a class at

3:15 p.m. and plan on going to the
bookstore at 1p.m., also plan on missing the class.
22) Re #21: If you're reading this in
a three hour line, it’s too late. Try“
moving to the cash only line.
23) It'll take time to know

buildings

on campus--even

all the

the one

you just missed your first class in.

30) Lauinger Library is meant
individual studying. If you do
there, you'll be the first. It’s okay
studying individuals though.
31) We all love our music, but

for
any
for
we

probably don’t love yours. So, if you

have a fancy for Julio Iglesias and a
100 watt stereo, exercise caution. An
ear for an ear is the law of the dorm.
32) Avoid food at Marriott you cannot readily identify.
33) Avoid food at Marriott, period.
An exception to this rule would be if
your parents

are staying

at the

Key

Bridge Marriott. Then, by all means,
try The View.
34) If Vital Vittles food grows stale

after several months, head over to the
ICC Galeria on any Friday evening
for a Provost's reception. The food is
the same as President Reagan’s and
your tuition dollars are paying for it,

52) Don’t believe anyone who tells
you the Little Tavern is the name of a

yuppie Georgetown bar.
53) Visit 1789 at least once in your
four years here, but be sure to go with
can

foot the

bill.
54) When

on M Street after 2 am.,

avoid any staggering Marines in
search ofa human sacrifice.
55) Learn the Metro system before
you accidently hop on a bus that deposits you in Southeast after 9 p.m.
56) Good places to get social diseases:

14th

Street,

Lauinger

bath-

rooms, or the sauna in Yates.
57) When at a party, don’t admit
you've never played “quarters.” You'll
learn too quickly.
58) Before you

decide

record

straight the Voice is more than just a
campus newsmagazine- it also makes
a good fishwrapper.
74) Liquor is only available to those

over 21 if you didn’t make the grand-

Your

other roommate.

father clause cut-off. Yeah, right.
75) When you do your laundry and
load your clothes into a machine, be
sure to stick the ticket in before you
pour in the detergent. That way you'll
know if the machine is broken. And it
probably is.
76) There is no conclusive link be-

tween Washington cabbies and the
English langauge.
77) Cab fares are zoned, which
mean

they are determined

randomly.

Cab drivers are zoned which mean
they drive randomly.
78) The Medical Library is no place
to make noise. These people know
how to use knives.
79) If you return to your room to
find your roomate engaged with a
member of the opposite sex, explain
that it is your right to use the room to
study provided that you don’t disturb
them.
80) Learn the Fight Song in case
the TV cameras catch you at the basketball games.
81) Don’t worry if you can’t get
WGTB (the campus radio station) in
your dorm room. Nobody else can either.

82) If you're an aspiring journalist,
make sure you come to the HOYA
bash this Saturday at 2 p.m. in 421
Leavey.

83) Contrary to popular belief,
Georgetown does have a football
team. Be smart and don’t admit it.
84) If you are confronted by a
GUPS

(security)

officer, don’t

try to

make friends by asking why they're
named after aquarium fish.
85) Be kind to professors. The pen,
they say, is mightier than the sword.
86) Interpretation 101: If an adminof Building X will be completed by a

51) Since it was proven in 1492 that
the earth is round, venturing past
Wisconsin and M Street will not
cause you to fall off the planet.

your parents so someone

and one

to set the

# istratortellssgou that the construction,

what you take, it's who you take.

This Marriott chef is exuberant over his cornucopia of fine foods.

newspaper
But

we

recommend that you bring oxygen to
the performance.
61) If, after seeing St. Elmo's Fire,
you're expecting to meet the likes of
Rob

Well okay, one
newsmagazine.

to kick out

YearY at a Cost Z, then add two years
to Y, double Z, and don't count on X
during your four years here.

87) If you don’t know where the
Capital Centre is, don’t worry. Neither do the bus drivers.

Like coffee? You will.

70) Go to a Student Assembly meeting. You can’t beat the free entertainment.
71) Four years ago, the correct way

to pronounce GUSA was “gus’-sah”.
Two years ago they decided it was
“goose’-sah” Then, they switched it
back to “gus-sah” in the spring.
Decisiveness is the hallmark of an effective institution.
72) GU

Math

101: The odds of the

24-hour teller machine at Riggs Bank
being “Out of Service” is directly proportional to how badly you need the
money.
73) There are two newspapers on
campus, the HOYA and the Voice.

88) The fences on Harbin

field are

for some strange sport that has not yet
been determined.
89) New South is designed after a
minimum
security
prison.
No
kidding.

90) The GU Biology Dept is in
Reiss, but they carry out their experiments in Darnall.
91) Ling-ling is the name of a panda at the National Zoo. Ling-Lang is
the name of a school at Georgetown.
92) Finally, if you think a “Hoya” is
a small South American marsupial
found on the Falkland Islands during
tourist season, well,- you've misssed
the boat entirely...

COLLEGIATE
SPECIALS!
NJ

N

OUR NEW
BALTIMORE
STORE OPENS
OCTOBER '88

WASHINGTON
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SPACE

BIBS
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SELF SERVICE STORAGE CENTER

MARS 700S7
7 PEN SET
Complete set, comes in a sturdy
compact case that is easily
stored in drawer, briefcase or
portfolio.Ink included. #30-01706
regularly $92.00, now only...
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FOR 20% SAVINGS GET A V.S.
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Entertainment
Something Holy Different
many

by Bill Doyle
HOYA Entertainment Editor

Violence, sex, and betrayal form a
rather ‘unholy trinity in Universal's
latest and most controversial release
The Last Temptation of Christ. William
Dafoe, who plays the a Rambo- like
Jesus, brings new meaning to the term
“fire and brimstone” as he stomps
about the screen wielding a terrifying
axe and preaching utter destruction.
Body and blood. Two words that
conjure

incense-filled

images

for

Christians

also

provide

two

major points of focus for director
Martin Scorsese. Words such as
“body and blood” have deep holy
connotations.

It is obvious from the film that
Nikos Kazantzakis, the author of the
novel upon which the film is based,
did not accept the Apostles’ story or
their depiction of Christ. Not only
does this son of man claim to despise
God at the start the three-hour marathon, but he is also doing everything

with a fatal kiss.
The audience

in his power to wipe out his followers
by constructing crosses for their
crucifiction.
All who ever saw Judas Iscariot as a
common coward and the ultimate
traitor are truly confused, according
to the author and the film.By this account, Jesus is shown begging Judas
to betray him. The strong, sensitive
Judas boldly berates the young crossbuilding Jesus and accurately recognizes and nurtures the potential power of Christ. But like the Scripture
passages, he seals the Savior’s destiny

through the eyes of reality, but it
maintains a semblance of cinematic
art. Scorsese seems to find no distinct
differences between the two and
could easily mistake one for the other.
Art to Scorsese is a word meaning
harshness and gloom.

seemed confused by

the new, improved Jesus. He dances,
he sings, he lusts-- he comes complete
with modern-day morality questions
and raw, ugly emotions. There are no
tender traditional scenes of a softfaced Jesus being encircled by laughing children. No peaceful sheep graze
on pastures painted with gentle green.
But Last Temptation does have some
lovely scenes from a quaint little
whorehouse, frame after frame of
lambs being gutted, and multitudes of
gyrating, unclothed religious fanatics.
However, one cannot help but admire the intent behind the lengthy
film. It is a view of the life of Jesus

The makers of Last Temptation updated the words of Jesus and His
apostles, combining hip new lingo
with snappy humor. To do this, they
spliced out major chunks of passages
at will.
In a half-hearted manner, Dafoe
spews out the Beattitudes which are
recognizable only to those with at

For instance, the “Breed a Big
Mouse” method can be glanced at
and immediately understood. There
is no reason to even pause for a moment of enjoyable confusion. The title
hides no covered humor and the following picture of a towering mouse
looming over an unforeseeing cat will
surely not tire anyone’s imagination.
Daphne's target audience will feel
cheated in this case as in the rest of
the author's muderous ideas.
Dr. Daphne claims that the inspiration behind the book stems from his
hatred of his current girlfriend’s cat
Louis.

By Dan Kirk
Special to the HOYA

pt
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For all those unique individuals
who watch auto racing simply forthe
crashes, who enjoy Gary Larson’s
somewhat demented “The Far Side,”
or who just plain hate cats, Dr. Robert

<

Daphne's How to Kill Your Girlfriend's
‘Cat should be appealing. First impressions often lie, however, and the
book’s humor cannot match the initial attraction.
Daphne, who is actually author
Bob Reiss, presents a guide to exterminating your mate’s annoying feline.
The 50 methods range in advancement from the “Quicksand Kitty Litter” technique to the “Kitty in the
Cuisinart” method. The completely illustrated format offers light reading
for the equally light price of $4.95.
It is doubtful if the rather thin book
is even worth that much. The aim of
How to Kill Your Girlfriend's Cat is to
cash in on the twisted humor devel-

=»
=»
QO

least 12 years of Catholic education.
As a result, the viewer feels as though
he is viewing one of those low-budget
karate films where the words never
Jute fit the movements of the actors’

ips.
A word of warning to all those who
have been tempted to follow the
advive of such great and worldly sages
as Jerry Falwell: Don't listen to them.
Unless the members of the audience
are of the type who change their beliefs according to the actions of their
favorite soap opera characters, The
Last Temptation of Christ will only of-

fer a new, probably unacceptable
view of the life of Jesus.

Humor Takes a Tailspin

da

Av
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“I hate his fur...” says Daphne in an
interview with Doubleday. “I hate his
catty stare. I hate the way he tries to
steal my side of the bed. All I can
think about

is killing him.” The

au-

thor said he has felt this way about
cats his entire life, but he said it was
after the discovery that other male
friends had similar prejudices that he
decided to write his little guide.
In the end, this latest “How to”
book will sell simply for its rather
agreeable title. It makes

a humorous

present to unwrap, but the humor
ends when the book is actually
opened.

oped by Larson and later imitated in

such comic strips as Herman and The
Neighborhood. The reader will find
Daphne's creation lacking in comparison to it predecessors. The pen of
subtly was lost in the drawing and all
Jesus takes on anew face in Martin Scorsese’s

real

Last Temptation of Christ.

creativity

slipped

through

the

pages.
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Smith, Mourning
Among Finalists
by Mark Chubb
HOYA Sports Editor

With less than two weeks remaining before the final cut is made, two
members of the 1988-89 Georgetown
men’s basketball team, senior Charles
Smith
and
incoming
freshman
Alonzo Mourning, are among the 14
finalists for the United States Olympic basketball team.
Olympic Coach John Thompson of
Georgetown has until September 2 to
announce the final 12-man team that
will represent the U.S. this fall in
Seoul.
Neither Mourning nor Smith was
considered to be a strong contender
for a spot on the team before the trials
began last spring. Thompson received
some criticism for inviting Mourning,
who was still a high school senior at
the time, to the tryouts, but Mourning’s strong play this summer has dispelled charges of favoritism.
Several analysts, including ESPN's
Dick Vitale, have expressed the opinion that Mourning will be cut. However, besides Robinson, the team does
not have any true centers. With the exception of North Carolina's J.R. Reid,
the team

doesn’t

have

any

physical

big men. Sports Illustrated's Alexander Wolff, in fact, called Mourning
the team’s strongest and most physical player. If Thompson takes to heart
the criticisms of some NBA players,
including the 76ers’ Charles Barkley,
who described the team as tentative,
Mourning's stock will rise.

Navy's David Robinson and Kansas’ Danny Manning, while both excellent talents, are more finesse players than intimidators defensively.
Robinson
is
an
accomplished
shotblocker, but tends to get into foul
trouble when he tries to play very
aggressively on the defensive end.
Whether Mourning stays on the
team or not may depend on whether
or not Thompson thinks that a true
backup center is needed. Taking
Mourning away from his first semester at school is another consideration.
All team members will retain their
eligibility for the first semester, however, according to a recent NCAA ruling. Although the Olympians will
likely miss first semester classes, all
will be eligible to play when the 88-89
season opens in November.
While Mourning appears to be on
the bubble, Smith appears to have a

lock on a spot. Like most Olympic
coaches, such as Bobby Knight in
1984 with Steve Alford and Dean
Smith, who in 1976 had four North
Carolina players, Thompson will
likely have one of his own players on
the team. Smith provides that and has
impressed coaches and trainers in the
trials. He will provide steady ball handling, an outside threat, strong
defense, and a willingness to come off
the bench.
Stacy Augmon, UNLV’s sensational sophomore, is likely to be cut if
Mourning stays. Not much of an offensive threat, Augmon is a superb
defensive stopper. At 6'7", he is capable of playing strong inside defense,
but also has the mobility to play
smothering defense on pure shooters the primary weapon of many of the
international teams.
Among
the
other
big
men,
Robinson and Manning, the last two
players of the year and number one
draft picks in the NBA will be
counted

on as major factors. Mann-

ing has been everything he was advertised to be, but Robinson has looked
rusty. Foul trouble and occasional
poor shooting have plagued the 7°
Robinson, but he will still be Thompson’s starting center.
Charles Smith of Pittsburgh, that
school’s all-time scoring leader, has
been playing well in the trials and will
likely bring his somewhat soft playing
style to Seoul.
The final forward spot will be filled
by Dan Majerle from Central Michigan. Majerle, a relative unknown before the trials, has shown himself to
be Thompson's kind of player. Tough,
aggressive
and
always
hustling,
Majerle has shown a surprising
shooting touch extending to threepoint range.
Seven guards are still on the roster
and it seems that Thompson will cut
one, and perhaps two. Brian Shaw,
the Celtics first round pick from UCSanta Barbara, has been mentioned
often as a player likely to be cut. Shaw
is a solid point guard and increased
his stock with a game winning steal
and basket from former Hoya Eric
“Sleepy” Floyd in an exhibition game.
If Thompson decides he needs a pure
point guard, Shaw may stick.
Another factor that could work in
Shaw's favor is his rebounding skills.
Shaw, in fact, became the first player
ever to lead the PCAA, in rebounding
and scoring in the same season.

Tucker Leaves GU
After First Season
HOYA Sports Editor

Anthony Tucker, a forward on the
1987-88 Georgetown basketball team,
has left the university, it was announced in late July.
)
Tucker, a 6'8”, 215 1b. forward was
one of the nations top prep recruits
last year and was expected to provide
much of the scoring from the small
forward spot vacated by all-American
Reggie Williams.

Besides Smith, guards that seem assured of staying are Kansas State's
Mitch Richmond, Georgia's Willie
Anderson, Bradley's Hersey Hawkins
and Virginia Tech's Vernell “Bimbo”
Coles.
Richmond is a prolific scorer who
was named to the Big Eight alldefnsive team four times. At 6'S” he
can post up and still has an excellent
shooting touch. Wolff, however, considers Richmond as likely to be cut.
Willie Anderson, at 6'7” seems to
have won a place on this team from
his
versatility.
He
has
played
extensively at the point, but can also
easily play off guard or small forward.
Hawkins, who led the nation in
scoring last year at over 36 points per
game, has shown a fine shooting
touch and ability to score. What has
been most impressive, however, is his
defensive capabilities, which many
people saw as a potential shortcoming. His defense has been remarkably
Coles has also been seeing significant time at the point and may provide Thompson with the creative,
penetrating point guard that he has
been searching for.
Jeff Grayer, the Iowa State star, may
be out if Thompson decides to cut two
guards. He posesses a fine shot and
has played well, but may be dispensable with the other talents.
Once Thompson decides on his final team, it will not be a cakewalk to
the gold medal. The amazing Oscar,
Brazil's Oscar Schmidt, made that
clear when his long-range gunning
shocked the United States in the 1987
Pan American games.
The Soviets and the Yugoslavs both
field strong teams, and several basketball experts, including CBS’ Billy
Packer, have said that the U.S. will
have to play extremely well to win the

Humphrey, former Georgetown allAmerican
an
Assistant
Coach.
Humphrey had an illustrious career
at Georgetown and was the 1987 recipient of Georgetown's Duffy Scholar Athlete Award.
Humphrey is a six time all-American in various long jump and triple
jump events between 1984 and 1986.
He also excelled in sprinting events,

Georgetown’s track program finished one of its most successful seasons by being named by Track and
Field News as the best overall team in
the nation.
The event marks the first time in
the 32 year history of the rankings
that Georgetown was named the outstanding team. Last year the Hoyas
ranked second.
Georgetown barely edged out Arkansas and Florida by tallying second
place finishes in the 4x800, 4x1500,
and distance medley relays. Points in
the rankings are awarded according
to the teams finish in eight different
relays.
The season for the relay team was
highlighted by first place finishes in
the mile, distance medley and two
mile relay at the IC4A Championship. The team also garnered first
place finishes in the 4x800 relay at the
Penn Relays and two Big East Championships - in the indoor two mile relay and the outdoor 4x400 relay.
In other track news, head track and
field coach Frank Gagliano has an-

and is the current university record-

holder in six events, including the
outdoor 100 and 200 meter dashes.

Raymond

Humphrey

ports Information

nounced a reorganization of his staff.
Ron Helmer has been named as a full
time - assistant coach for men’s and
women’s track and field. Helmer has
served as part time assistant in the
Georgetown program for the past two
years.
Before coming to Georgetown,
Helmer taught high school in Virginia for twelve years, where he was twice
named Cross Country Coach of the
Year and once named Track Coach of
the Year.
Gagliano also named Raymond

Sportswatch
An early season basketball tournament between the Big East Conference
and the Atlantic Coast Conference

is under consideration

by conference

officials, according to published reports. The tournament could take place
as early as December 1989, according to a spokesman for the Big East.
Several published reports detailed plans of the tournament, and hinted at
a format where the top ranked teams from each conference would play each
other in a single game, and the lower ranked teams would also match up.
The Big East spokesman, however, said that no specifics have been discussed yet regarding either the format of the tournament, the location, or the
television deal.

Up till now, the only thing that has been officially approved is that the
athletic directors have agreed, in principle, to the tournament.
%k dk
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Steve Blake has been named Georgetown’s new Sports Information Director. For the past three years, Blake has been Assistant Sports Information
Director at the University of Virginia. Blake has previously served as an assistant to the Public Relations Director of the Baltimore Colts.

gold.
The U.S. has not played the Soviets
in Olympic competition since the
controversial 1972 gold medal game,
when the Soviets were given three
chances to score in the final seconds.

According to a press release, Tucker left the team because he believed it
would be “in his best interests”.
Coach John Thompson was in complete agreement with Tucker's decision and subsequently released Tucker from his scholarship.
Tucker showed flashes of brilliance

early in the season

but

seemed

to

After playing a significant role in
the Hoyas early games, Tucker saw
his playing time diminish. Tucker
was suspended from the team for “academic rehabilitation” for two games
and played sparingly and ineffectively from that point on.
A D.C. product, Tucker came to the
Hoyas with tremendous advance billing. After being the District's player of
the year for two straight years at
McKinley Tech on the strength of a
24.5 points per game average coupled
with over 14 rebounds per game,
Tucker announced his decision to attend Georgetown in early April.
Early speculation on where Tucker
would enroll included both Syracuse
and the University of Maryland,
which were among Tucker's final
choices.

strong.

Relay Team Named Best in Nation
HOYA Sports Editor

Sports Information

John Thompson has two more players to cut before September 2.

Humphreys, Helmer Join as Assistants
by Mark Chubb

struggle as the season went on.

by Mark Chubb

During his career with Georgetown, Humphrey captured 10 IC4A
gold medals and 10 Big East Conference titles.

Photo by Justin Summer

I'he football team has been engaged in two-a-day practices all week.

Gridders Prepare for ‘88 Season
by Margaret Morgan
HOYA Contributing Editor

The Georgetown University football team is welcoming back 40 of last
year’s players to its 1988 team, 29 of
whom started during the 1987 season.
Head Coach Scotty Glacken will
begin his 19th season at Georgetown
officially against Ursinus on September 10. Ursinus is a new addition to
the Hoyas’ schedule, playing Georgetown for the first time since 1921.
Coach Glacken is guardedly optimistic about the upcoming season,
commenting, “Even though we felt
that we turned the program around
two years ago, there's no doubt that
we were able to surprise a few people
last year. This year people will be
ready for us, so we'll have to improve
even more to duplicate last year’s record.”
Among
the returning offensive
players is Division IIT all- American
tailback Dean Lowry, who was the
10th leading rusher in the country last
year, averaging 128.6 yards per game.
Lowry also was the 12th leading scor-

er in the nation with an average of
that this year’s group will perform
10.3 points per game, and is expected
very well. “This is the strongest reto be a pre-season all- American.
turning group we've ever had, * said
Graduation claimed two of GeorgeCalabrese. During the 1987 season
town’s best offensive players, Peter
the Hoyas were among the national
Clays and Jimmy DePersia leaving
leaders in scoring defense (12.2) and
sophomores Bill McCrea and Jim Elrushing defense (85.7 ypg). Returning
lis, junior Sam Levy, and freshman
defensive players include linebacker
David Loglisci to pick up the slack.
Joe Pecoraro, defensive back Stu
Other returning offensive players inMuller, and end Jim Schwartz.
clude
senior
quarterback
Matt
Kicker Tom Timperman also reZebrowski
and
sophomore
Ray
turns to the 1988 team. Timperman
Patricco.
was among the national leaders in per
Returning at wideout is senior Ray
game field goals in 1987.
Ficca, whose 53 career receptions
The 1988 schedule includes games
rank fifth on the Georgetown all-time . against past opponents St. Francis
list. District all-Academic tight end
(PA), Dickinson, Gaullaudet, CathoJim O'Connor also rejoins the Hoyas
lic, and St. John’s. Also returning to
this year.
the Hoyas’ schedule is Franklin and
The major recurring problem for
Marshall, a team which promises to
the Georgetown team has been its ofgive Georgetown some of its toughest
fensive line, and this year senior tricompetition of the year. Last year’s
captain Hugh Golden will lead a very
Homecoming game against Franklin
young offensive line. Due to injuries,
and Marshall provided one of the
several underclassmen were moved
season's highlights, as the Hoyas
into pivotal roles on the 1987 team.
played the nationally ranked DiploWith eight defensive starters remats to a 3-3 standoff.
turning from last year’s team, defenThis year’s Homecoming game will
sive coordinator Jay Calabrese hopes
be played against Johns Hopkins.

Hoyas Add Four Highly Touted Big Men
by Mark Chubb
HOYA Sports Editor

Sure, Georgetown is a great school.
It conjures up thoughts of fine academics, excellent locale, and a great
‘reputation. But, although some may

dispute this, perhaps the most compelling
image
most
incoming
freshman will have of their four years
here will be of one of their classmates.
His name is Alonzo Mourning.
If you don’t want to hear about
him, I would suggest a transfer. With
college basketball more popular than
ever, Georgetown’s national prominence will skyrocket - due mainly to
the 6’10” phenom from Chesapeake,
Va.
In case you haven't heard, Mourning, the consensus high school player
of the year, is Georgetown’s prize recruit for the upcoming season. His
statistics boggle the mind. He averaged, in his senior year, over 24
points, 12 rebounds and 10 blocked
shots a game.
Mourning is not alone. Thompson
has brought in a bumper crop of big
men for the upcoming year. John
Turner, a 6'7” forward from Allegheny County Community College who
is expected to start and contribute immediately, Milton Bell, a 6'7” forward

from
Virginia,
and
Dikembe
Mutombo, a 6'11” center from Zaire,
will also be joining the squad.
To give you an idea of Mourning’s
potential dominance, consider the
fact that in one game alone he
blocked

27

shots.

(Try

to

read

that

sentence again without smiling.)
Georgetown has had Players of the
Year before: a couple of guys named
Patrick Ewing and Reggie Williams.
Maybe you've heard of them.
Unless hordes of scouts and television analysts are wrong, Mourning
will go down as one of the greatest college basketball players ever. Heady
praise for a young man who is just
months out of high school.
Consider this, though. Few high
school players are invited to the
Olympic trials, and Mourning has an
excellent chance at making the team
that will go to Seoul in September.
After thoroughly dominating Rony
Seikaly in the Olympic trials, Seikaly,
a first round pick of the expansion
Miami

Heat, whined

that it was

un-

fair to call Mourning a high school
player.
His court sense, shooting touch,
and most of all, his awe- inspiring defensive capabilities will go a long way
towards making the Hoyas a legitimate contender for the national
championship in Seattle.

While last year’s scorers were primarily guards, that should change
considerably

this year. Taking

a cue

from his friend Lou Carnesecca at St.
Johns, who last year produced a ready
made backcourt of Boo Harvey and
Michael Porter, Thompson whipped
up an instant front-line.
Derrick Coleman giving you trouble ? How about a dose of Turner, the
junior college standout who transferred to Georgetown and has impressed in tryouts for both the Pan
Am teams and the Olympics. Insiders
are whispering that he might be better
than Alonzo this year.
Ben Gillery was not your idea of a

fruitful
project?
How
about
Mutombo. The Zaire native, listed at
611”, but probably well over 7°, has
improved
significantly.
He
was
named the MVP of the Kenner
League,
the
prestigious
summer
league held at Georgetown, on the
strength of over 23 points, 11 re-

bounds and 7 blocked shots a game.
He is still raw, but is
people that Boston
Jim O’Brien has been
dering how his team
get a shot off.
Worried about the
thony Tucker? Hello,
Parade all-America
has been compared

scaring enough
College Coach
quoted as wonis ever going to
transfer of AnMilton Bell. A
selection, Bell
to former Hoya

standout Bill Martin and is considered a strong defensive player.
The backcourt will not be changed
from last year. Smith, who has been
impressive in the Olympic trials and
seems

sure to make

the final squad,

might be an all-America candidate
this year. Tillmon has been a steady
scorer for each of his two years and
he, along with Smith, should get the
most playing time in Thompson's rotating guard scheme.
Jackson will be expected to provide
strong offense. His 38 point explosion
against Seton Hall in the regular season finale attests to his offensive ability. Dwayne Bryant and Bobby Winston will dispell the other guards and,
while neither is explosive offensively,

both are solid players who make few
mistakes.
There will be plenty of backups for
the new front line. Johnathan Edwards, who hasn’t reached the heights
some expected, proved himself to be a
capable rebounder. Anthony Allen’s
strong defensive capabilities are his
main suit, and Johnny Jones and Sam
Jefferson
may
find
themselves
squeezed out for playing time.
Georgetown will likely be in the top
five in most pre-season polls and will
be considered among the favorites for
the national championship in Seattle
next March.

